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Eden literally fell into Coen's arms as he rescued her, and she has belonged to him ever since that

day. She has sent him an invitation to her graduation and he's obliged to go... Right?Coen has

always been Eden's knight in shining armor, and now she needs him more than ever. Will he come

and rescue her one final time? Warning: This book is short, with speed-of-light insta-love and a

ridiculous storyline. If you're looking for quick and dirty, then come tempt the law with us!  Note:

Tempting the Law ends at 36% but includes a bonus book Curvy. Enjoy our new short story and an

old favorite.
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Let me start off by saying, I love Alexa Riley books. But lately, all I'm getting is a story that's 30%

and then another of her books to fill the rest that I've already purchased. The story could have been

expanded to so much more. Expand on the premise that's there and it could've been 100 pages and

left me a little more satisfied. They get together once and all of a sudden I'm getting an epilogue of

them in the future. The book is 99 cents and 115 pages and I do love the insta-love but I'm so

bummed that I could have had more about this new couple rather than a getting an old book that I

already paid for and while I love Curvy and the characters, I already know their story.



A couple of years ago, Coen saved Eden from being burned alive by her kidnapper. They didn't

want to let each other go, but Coen knew it must be done. Eden has just turned 18 and is

graduating from high school. She invites Coen to the ceremony and the party after. He doesn't want

to go, but he feels a pull. Something in his gut is telling him that Eden is in trouble and needs his

help. So he goes, but he never could've guessed what would happen next.Tempting is a sweet

insta-love romance written in AR signature style.

Totally and completely addicting! All of Alexa Riley's books are addicting. I think Coen just made his

way to the top of my favorite Alexa Riley book boyfriend list. (Yes, I have a separate book boyfriend

list that's all AR books)The story was hot! Like, make me squirm and want to be taken hard and

rough like my life depended on it hot! Phew, I need a Coen in my life! My favorite thing about it was

the fact he was older than her. I'll have to say late twenties at most.Read this book like yesterday.

Alexa Riley writes demanding alpha males and sassy heroines!

As always Alexa Riley doesn't disappoint with their newest story. Eden & Coen were both attracted

from the start. I love that once Coen decided to stop fighting it that he claimed her. One thing I also

really liked was that Eden was the one who fought for her man. She knew what she wanted and

didn't stop until she had him.As in every book it's hot and steamy, and there's a wonderful

instalove.The bonus is that there's another AR story at the end of the book. Love when I can get 2

books for the price of one!!!

Alexa Riley strikes again with a alpha man who knows what he wants and goes to get it. This isn't

real life, folks, and this book makes not one single attempt to mimic it. It's short and sweet and

positively overflowing with heat.

5 Stars HOT STARS!!!OK, First....I LOVE this author and everything she writes:) Second, this was

ANOTHER quick, hot n sexy read with her tradition OTT Alpha in which I LOVED!!!! Third, I am

excited that she will be coming out with a full novel because I am in love with all of these quickies

that for me, they end way too soon, lol!!!!! Oh and Fourth, the cover of this book is Over the Moon

HOT:)

Well they lived up to their motto with this book, "quick, dirty, and over-the-top", and I loved every



minute of it!

Corn and Eden meet when he rescues her at sixteen. Some undefined connection happens

between them. Even though they go their separate ways, they never forget each other. Two years

later, it's on. Very sexy and intense.
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